“

I’m running for VP Union
Development because I want
to see an NUS which builds
democratic and autonomous
student unions capable of
challenging the status quo in
society and fighting for the
future of education.

Hannah

Webb

”

for VP Union Development

Defend unions, fight privatisation:
Fees, cuts and privatisation are not just
attacks on students: they are a threat to our
existence as a movement. Our institutions
have been taken over by unelected cliques
of highly-paid managers who view dissent
and independent unions as a nuisance and
a threat. Everywhere – from the University
of London Union (ULU) being shut down to
unions losing services and funding – we are
at the beginning of a far-reaching assault
on unions.

We will not survive by pandering to an ideology which views students as consumers and
student unions as services hubs for selling the
student experience. I will:
Be a clear and principled advocate for free,
public, accessible education
· Mobilise students to take direct action to
fight union-busting
· Campaign for legislation to make it illegal
for colleges and universities to shut down
unions, or remove funding or space, in HE & FE

Democracy and mass mobilisation:
If we want to win the battle for democracy on campuses, we have to win it in our own organisations. Our strength doesn’t come from playing nice with managers in colleges and universities;
it comes from our ability to persuade people and disrupt things. We need to ditch the corporatisation of our unions and open ourselves up to a mass movement. I will:
·
·
·
·
·
·

“

Use NUS’s reach and resources to build the student movement from the ground up
Push for student unions run by students, not by external trustees and senior staff
Support a bigger, more representative Conference, which is longer and more accessible
Restore funding to the Block of 15
Bring down financial barriers to participation at training
Rebuild Zones from scratch on the basis of diversity and mass participation
I trust Hannah to bring activism to the
heart of NUS and fight for serious,
democratic local representation for
every kind of student and union.

Shelly Asquith - NUS London Chair

“

Hannah is a brilliant campaigner and
understands the need for well-supported
nations and a fighting student movement.
That's why I'm voting her #1

Gordon Maloney - NUS Scotland President

A national union of students, not a national union of sabbs:
IWe are supposed to represent 7 million people – but in practice, NUS is responsive to a tiny
number of people. In January I was one of 14 protesters kettled and arrested in Birmingham.
Five Birmingham students were suspended with no right of appeal, but NUS refused to intervene simply because the local SU was siding with management. That isn’t good enough. I
want to make NUS an activist union, by:
· Creating a dedicated budget for activist
initiatives such as strike funds, legal defences
for protesters and donations to campaigns.
· Condemning bad management behaviour and police brutality, regardless of local
union inaction; and supporting NUS Liberation campaigns in tackling oppression in
unions.

“

We need a VP Union development
who will stick to their principles and
is committed to democratic unions.
That's why I'm voting Hannah #1
for VP UD

”

Aisling Gallagher, NUS-USI Women's Officer

A liberated student movement:
If we want democratic institutions, and a
democratic society, we need to bring liberation to the forefront of our movement. I will:
· Promote strong and active Liberation
campaigns in every union – with full time
officers where possible.
·
Work with section and liberation officers to ensure that their priorities are at the
heart of officer and staff training.
·
Push for better means of involving and
organising international students, in the face
of visa controls and widespread racism.

Bring back NUS Areas and support smaller unions:
Students across the UK face many similar issues – the excessive cost of housing, or the cost of
transport, and frequently it is local authorities who have the power to make change we need.
NUS should support the creation of cross-city or cross-area organising: we should organise all
unions in FE and HE to work together, to put serious pressure on local institutions and authorities. As VPUD I will also facilitate co-operation between bigger HE unions and smaller FE and
HE unions by helping unions work together to share resources, such as student advice centres,
clubs and societies, and liberation networks.

Get in touch

For more information, or to get
this manifesto in a different
format, you can call me on
07896 827144 or email me at
hannah4UD@gmail.com

#Hannah4UD

facebook.com/hannah4ud

